AN OFFICIAL PRESS RELEASE

QRS Music Technologies, Inc. Releases PNOscan Studio
the first truly connected digital piano technology.

PNOscan Studio combines PNOscan’s optical recording technologies with
PNOmation’s controller technology, expanding access, storage, connectivity and
ease of use.
Seneca, PA, August 15, 2017 - QRS Music Technologies, Inc.
(OTC: QRSM), a leader in the design, manufacture and distribution
of piano-based audio, digital and multimedia products, music, piano
technologies, Story & Clark pianos, and other digital audio accessories,
released PNOscan Studio the first truly connected digital piano
technology. By combining PNOscan with the PNOmation3 controller, a
Key Stop rail, speaker and new PLxv interface, QRS has given students,
teachers and musicians a means of recording, tagging, connecting,
performing and practicing not possible in any competing products.
The PNOmation3 controllers Wi-Fi, Bluetooth MIDI and Audio, cloud
back up, cloud access, storage, built in sounds and easy setups give
the PNOscan features not possible with other competing products.
QRS factory installs PNOscan studio on its Story and Clark Academy
upright pianos. Focused on institutional sales where the pianos can be
networked and the work done on them tallied and reviewed.
"We have married our PNOmation3 WB to our PNOscan optical recording technology. By doing so we have added
robust connectivity features not possible on competing products at a generous price point. The PNOmtion3 controller
already integrated PNOscan setups and recording but the addition of our new Wi-Fi and Bluetooth wireless features
built into the PNOmation3 WB controller adds another dynamic. Third party applications like Piano Marvel or Mac
based software can now connect wirelessly. We also made possible a just sit and play philosophy. Students, teachers
and musicians now have the ease of auto record, save and tagging, in a system that is always waiting, always ready
without technology in the way. Performing, practicing in silence, teaching and creating on a real acoustic has never
been easier” Thomas Dolan President & CEO
QRS Music Technologies, Inc. (OTCB:QRSM) is a leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of music technologies, pianos and piano accessories including, Pianomation®, PNOmation and PNOscan musical instrument digital interface
(MIDI) for reproducing player systems for acoustic pianos, and music content from digital to music rolls. QRS is the creator
of Pianomation®, the first MIDI system to combine analog and digital technology to turn any piano into a reproducing
player piano. QRS Music was founded in 1900 and is based in Seneca, Pennsylvania. Additional information about QRS is
available at www.qrsmusic.com
Forward Looking Statements
Statements made in this news release that relate to future plans, events or performances are forward-looking statements.
Any statements containing words, such as, “believes,” “should,” “anticipates,”
“plans,” or “expects” as well as other statements are forward-looking, and those statements involve risks and uncertainties
outside of the control of QRS and are based on current expectations. Consequently, actual results could differ materially
from the expectations expressed in these forward-looking statements.
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